Workshop and Project meeting

CULTURAL EXCHANGE IN A TIME OF GLOBAL CONFLICT: COLONIALS, NEUTRALS AND BELLIGERENTS DURING THE FIRST WORLD WAR (CEGC)

Programme

25-27th June 2015
Zentrum Moderner Orient, Kirchweg 33, 14129 Berlin
THURSDAY, JUNE 25

10:00-12:00  Meeting of PIs, PL plus Project Manager
Current issues of CEGC

Meeting of Post-Docs and PhDs

12:00-13:00  Lunch at ZMO

13:00 -15:00  Meeting for all project members (including the APs)
Discussion of current and general issues of CEGC work
Informing about the morning meeting; feedback from each team on current research

Chair: Santanu Das/ King’s College, London

Discussing the source book
Introduction to Omeka, first feedback on Omeka; Discussing narratives, tags etc.

Chair: Daniel Steinbach/ King’s College, London

15:00-15:30  Coffee break

15:30-17:00  Presentation and discussion of the framing essays
1) Berlin team on “forced exchange/encounter”
2) Utrecht and Poznán team on “mediated exchange”
3) London team on “personal exchange”

Chair: Dominiek Dendooven/In Flanders Fields Museum, Ypres

FRIDAY, JUNE 26

9:30   Arrival and coffee at ZMO

10:00-12:00 Presentation of selected sources/source descriptions by Berlin team and London team (each person 5 – 7 min)
  Chair: Elisabeth Tietmeyer/Museum Europäischer Kulturen, Berlin

12:00-13:30 Lunch at ZMO

13:30 – 15:30 Presentation of selected sources/source descriptions by Utrecht team and Poznán team (each person 5 – 7 min)
  Chair: Willem Bongers-Dek/DeBuren, Brussel

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break

16:00- 17:30  Reflections on input
Discussing source book: narratives, tags etc.
  Chair: Tessa Lobbes/Utrecht University and Natalia Borowska/ Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznán

SATURDAY, JUNE 27

9:30   Arrival and coffee at ZMO

10:00-11:00 Discussing the Exhibition
Introduction to the MWME exhibition by Oliver Stein (FU Berlin/MWME-project)
  Chair: Larissa Schmid/ZMO, Berlin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:00-11:30</td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 11:30-13:00  | Presentation and discussion of CEGC-exhibition concept  
               Chair: Heike Liebau/ZMO, Berlin  
               Presentation of first outline by Marina Thies, Berlin (designer) |
| 13:00 - 14:00| Lunch at ZMO                                   |
| 14:00        | Departure from ZMO to Wünsdorf  
               Visiting a “site of encounter” |
| 17:00-18:00  | Final discussion at Bücherstall Wünsdorf       |
| 19:00        | Arrival at the hotel                           |